Trash bin label graphic

At the top of this black-and-white graphic is the header "Empty this container into a landfill bin -- found in hallways & breakrooms" in white print in a black rectangle.

There are four illustrations of items with words and checked checkboxes at each:

Top left states "Plasticware -- utensils, straws" with an illustration of a fork and knife.

Top right states "Napkins -- tissues, paper towels" with an illustration of two paper towels.

Bottom left states "Bags & wrappers -- snacks, candy" with an illustration of a bag of chips and a candy bar.

Bottom right states "Food -- solids, liquids" with an illustration of an apple core.

At the bottom of the graphic is a black rectangle footer. At the left is the IU trident in red on a white tab and the words "IUPUI Fulfilling the promise"; on the right is "go.iupui.edu/recycle"